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Elevating roofs with hydraulic drive –
developed by ACTION MOBIL

Read the story in this journal
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It all started with the KASR HD, the first
cabin with elevating roof in the European
market.

With this innovation, ACTION MOBIL turned
a new page in cabin construction. The basic
idea was to create a cabin type that would
allow low structural height and
simultaneously a low centre of gravity for
off-road trips.

In later models of the series DOGON and
OUTBACK, these ideas were followed up
consistently and the result was cabins that
proved their worth also in rally competitions.
Even 8 m long roofs were made possible.
Right from the start, a hydraulic system
was chosen for the elevating mechanism,
since this technology is a lot more operation-
proof than any electric system. If required,
also loads are to be transported on the roof
(see DOGON with roof garden). The
hydraulic drive can handle transport of such
diverse loads without problems.

KSAR DOGON OUTBACK L-2000

KSAR HD 5000
The latest state of the art in a compact global
cruise motor-home with elevating roof. When
the elevating roof is lowered, all windows
are covered burglar-proof – an additional
advantage of the cabins with elevating roof.
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KSAR HD 5140-Z

Thanks to the low structural height of its
cabin, the Mercedes-ZETROS chassis can
carry an extremely compact expedition
motor-home. For this chassis the model
with elevating roof is the ideal choice!

In the past few years, the cabins of most
truck chasses have become higher and
higher. Thus the idea and advantage of a
body that would be as low as possible was
counteracted. As early as 1997, ACTION
MOBIL introduced a new application of the
elevating roof with the series L-2000. The
elevation height was extended thus creating
a second level for the bedroom area.
With this construction type, the total length
of the vehicle can be reduced and the area
gained in the elevating roof can house a
spacious double bed. We also offer interior
designs with a separate 3rd and 4th bed.

The story is almost 30 years old and still
up to date
 in 2012.

...the original!
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Airy room height just like in a proper
residential building – an elevating roof
makes it possible.

The kitchen equipment – nothing short
of the dream of any professional or
amateur cook.

A combination of precious wood surfaces and stainless steel captivates by its look,
as well as by its workmanship.

Ideas for furnishing
your mobile home
by:

KSAR HD 5000
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KSAR HD 5000

The ATACAMA interior concept, which was used also in the KSAR HD, provides a functional
sanitary area in the front part of its cabin. The door lined with a mirror, closes off the
living room. In different constellations, this door changes the area’s functions from
connecting corridor toward the cabin, to wardrobe, to closed toilet and shower cubicle.

Mobile in any direction: the motorcycle on the hydraulic lift, which at the
same time serves as a lift for the spare wheel and the sand plates.
Tied up in the storage room and easily accessible thanks to a pull-out device
– the bicycles.
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